
Seymour Park Community Primary school Long term plan overview
Nursery 2021-2022

Area of learning Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Themes My feelings and
transition

...the world around
me

What can I see all
around me?

Things that grow Life cycles The wider world…

Book Hooks Fiction:
‘The Rainbow fish’
Marcus Pfister‘ (short
version)

‘Colour monster’ by
Anna Llenas

‘Ruby’s worry’ by
Tom Perciva

Non-Fiction:
Feelings

Fiction:
‘Walter’s wonderful
web’ by Tim
Hopgood

The very busy spider

Non-Fiction:
Winter stories

Fiction:
Dear Zoo

Non-Fiction:
Animal stories
Pets

Fiction:
Jasper’s beanstalk

Oliver’s vegetables
(healthy food
choices)

10 seeds

Non-Fiction:
Spring stories
A seed in need
Crunching
munching
caterpillar

Fiction:
The very hungry
caterpillar

Teeny Weeny Tadpole

Non-Fiction:
Summer stories
Egg to Bee
Tadpole to frog
Caterpillar to
butterfly

Sharing a shell

Focused read Incy WIncy Spider by
Keith Chapman

The short sighted
giraffe

Jack and the
beanstalk

Smaller and smaller
bugs

Celebration
stories

Peppa’s Diwali
Christmas stories
Little Robin Red
Breast J Fearnley

Chinese new year
Cleversticks
The magic
paintbrush
The runaway Wok

Easter - We’re going
on an egg hunt

Eid stories Transition story
books
Colour monster goes
to school
Harry and the
dinosaurs go to
school

Visitors and first
hand
experiences

Visit by ‘Wild
Workshops’

Planting and sowing
activities
Dentist - Begin focus
on looking after teeth
Visit by people who
help us eg vet/ dentist

Live caterpillars



Communication
and Language

Listening, Attention
& Understanding

Speaking

Sign language -
initial ones taught,
manners/self - care
skills/areas of
learning

Understand a
question or
instruction that has
two parts

Baseline assess

Curiosity Cube -
seaweed, shells etc

Sequencing the story
Drama - acting out
the story

Puppets

Can you tell a story
assessment
Enjoy listening to
longer stories and
can remember much
of what happens.

Pay attention to
more than one thing
at a time,

Wellcomm
assessments

Curiosity Cube -
spiders
Sequencing the
story, repeated
rephrains,

Drama - acting out
the story, signs,

Begin helicopter
storytelling

Understand ‘why’
questions

Curiosity Cube -
jungle/farm pet
animals
‘Wild Workshops’

Role play - vets

Sequencing the story
Drama - acting out
the story

Verbally innovating
the story

Blast/ EYTB begin

Sing a large
repertoire of songs

Use longer
sentences of four to
six words

Use talk to organise
themselves and
their play

Sequencing the
story
Drama - acting out
the story
Hot Seating -
Jasper

Role Play - Jasper’s
Garden
Vocab development
Develop Talk
Partners

Be able to express a
point of view and to
debate when they
disagree with an
adult or a friend,
using words as well
as actions

Start a conversation
with an adult or a
friend and continue it
for many turns

Know many rhymes,
be able to talk about
familiar books, and
be able to tell a long
story

Can you tell a story
assessment

Learn new vocabulary     Express point of view Converse with adults and peers. Use talk in play . Use sign language.  Talk for writing.
Use new vocabulary throughout the day        Use new vocabulary in different contexts.            Learn stories,rhymes, poems and songs.
N.B - Objectives split to ensure coverage but will be focussed on throughout the year.

Personal, social
and emotional
development.

Self Regulation

Managing Self

Building
Relationships

Rules and routines

Transition and well - being
Calm area and nursery charter
Feeling discussions

Select and use activities and resources, with
help when needed.

Increasingly follow rules, understanding why
they are important.

Develop Calm Area
Building friendships
Focus on Self Regulation
Wellbeing/ Leuvren scale assessments

Developing relationships
Talk with others to solve conflicts.
Understand gradually how others might be
feeling

Develop their sense of responsibility and
membership of a community Being part of
the community

Become more outgoing with unfamiliar
people, in the safe context of their setting

Make healthy choices about food, drink,
activity and toothbrushing
Dental focus - healthy choices
Calm Area - talk to solve conflicts

Increasingly following rules and
understanding why they’re important
FInding solutions to conflicts

Be increasingly independent as they get
dressed and undressed,
Be increasingly independent in meeting their
own care needs



N.B - Objectives split to ensure coverage but will be focussed on throughout the year.

Physical
development

Gross Motor Skills

Fine Motor Skills

Continue to develop
their movement,
balancing, riding
and ball skills.

5 a day fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities

Holding & using
pencils, scissors,
paintbrushes

Toilet training

Use large-muscle
movements to wave
flags and streamers,
paint and make
marks.
Dough disco
Jump start Johnny/5
a day fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities
Duplo bricks

Toilet training
gross motor - flags
& streamers

Coat fastening

Use one-handed
tools and
equipment, for
example, making
snips in paper with
scissors. Use a
comfortable grip
with good control
when holding pens
and pencils. Show a
preference for a
dominant hand.

Dough disco
Jump start Johnny/5
a day fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities

Oral hygiene

Pencil control

Skip, hop, stand on
one leg and hold a
pose for a game
like musical statues

Dough disco
Jump start
Johnny/5 a day
fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities
Healthy foods
Dentist - how to
brush and look
after teeth

How to brush teeth
Healthy food
choices

Collaborate with
others to manage
large items, such as
moving a long plank
safely, carrying large
hollow blocks

Dough disco
Jump start Johnny/5
a day fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities
Lego bricks

Increasingly be able
to use and
remember
sequences and
patterns of
movements which
are related to music
and rhythm.

Dough disco
Jump start Johnny/5
a day fitness/go
noodle/boogie
beebies
Funky fingers
activities

Gross motor - Move in different ways. Wave/flags/ribbon wands/large scale painting
Teach - coat fastening/washing hands/
N.B - Objectives split to ensure coverage but will be focussed on throughout the year.

Literacy

Comprehension

Word Reading

Writing

print has meaning

print can have
different purposes

Creating story maps
Messages to fish
Patterns
Create own fish &
chose name

we read English text
from left to right
and from top to
bottom

the names of the
different parts of a
book

page sequencing

Develop their
phonological
awareness, so that
they can:
• spot and suggest
rhymes • count or
clap syllables in a
word • recognise
words with the same
initial sound, such

Engage in extended
conversations
about stories,
learning new
vocabulary

Focused reading
Helicopter stories

Write some or all of
their name

Use some of their
print and letter
knowledge in their
early writing

Focused reading

Write some letters
accurately

Focused reading
Helicopter stories



Environmental
sounds
Sounds of the sea

Library books

Fiction & Non fiction
books

Begin focused
reading.

Messages from and
to the spider about
his web
Create story maps

as money and
mother

Begin helicopter
storytelling

Name writing
groups begins

Story maps
Shared writing -
they sent me a …
Vets role play
Message writing to
the puppy

What’s in the box?
Who is at the top of
the beanstalk?

Name writing

Books by the same
authors

Different versions of
traditional tales

Helicopter stories

Phonics Phase 1 - Aspect
1 -2
Environmental sounds
Instrumental sounds

Phase 1 - Aspect
3-4
Body percussion
Rhythm & rhyme

Phase 1 Aspect 4
-5
Rhythm & rhyme
Alliteration

Phase 1 Aspect 4
- 6
Rhythm & rhyme
Voice sounds

Phase 1 Aspect 4
and 7

Phase 2 Aspect 5
and 7

Rhyming stories threaded throughout. Learning songs threaded throughout
Oral blending and segmenting activities to be part of continuous provision every day
Aspects may be rotated depending on ability

Maths

Number

Numerical Patterns

Recite numbers past
5

Show ‘finger
numbers’ up to 5

Baseline
assessments

Link numerals and
amounts

Develop fast
recognition of up to
3 objects, without
having to count
them individually
(‘subitising’)

2D shapes - build a
house for spider

Subitising

Solve real world
mathematical
problems with
numbers up to 5

Compare quantities
using language:
‘more than’, ‘fewer
than’.

Comparisons
relating to size/
weight

Patterns

Talk about and
explore 2D and 3D
shapes

Positional language
Comparing
quantities - vocab

Experiment with their
own symbols and
marks as well as
numerals.

Understand position
through words alone

Make comparisons
between objects
relating to size,
length, weight and
capacity

Maths vocab taught through play situations and discussion groups. Interwoven throughout. Positional language, patterns, shape play,
comparisons, marks, comparing and number knowledge
N.B - Objectives split to ensure coverage but will be focussed on throughout the year



Understanding
the world

Past & Present

People, Cultures &
Communities

The Natural World

Discussion of
families

Use all their senses
in hands-on
exploration of
natural materials

Families

Autumn colours

Changes in
environment -
outdoors look at
ice/freezing/melting.
Talk about what
they see, using a
wide vocabulary

Families around the
world
Begin to make sense
of their own
life-story and
family’s history

Winter display &
changes (freezing)

Diwali
i
Christmas

Show interest in
different
occupations

Explore how things
work

Chinese New Year

Vets/ doctors

Curiosity Cube -
winter/ animals/ CNY

Wild Workshops
104104
104
110404104
1
104

Plant seeds and
care for growing
plants.

Begin to
understand the
need to respect and
care for the natural
environment and
all living things.

Show interest in
different
occupations

Easter
Dentist / doctors

Growing area -
changes over time

Understand the key
features of the life
cycle of a plant and
an animal.

Begin to understand
the need to respect
and care for the
natural environment
and all living things.

Changes in
environment
outdoors- shadows

Discussion about
countries in the
world, where have
you been?

Talk about the
differences between
materials and
changes

Understand the effect of changing seasons on the natural world around them.
Describe what they see, hear and feel whilst outside.
Investigation area changing regularly linked to seasons/nature/interests/forces
Families discussion linked to celebrations and discussion about differences between people
Explorative play - water activities/cooking/floating and sinking etc

Expressive Arts
and Design

Creating with
Materials

Being Imaginative &
Expressive

Take part in simple
pretend play

Draw a person
(baseline
assessment)

Using instruments to
create the sounds of
the sea

Begin to develop
complex stories
using small world
equipment

Remember and sing
entire songs

Celebration of the
Seasons
Using instruments to
accompany songs

Make imaginative
and complex ‘small
worlds’ with blocks
and construction
kits

Explore colour and
colour mixing

Draw a person
(assessment)

Explore different
materials freely, to
develop their ideas
about how to use
them and what to
make

Join different
materials and
explore different
textures

Play instruments with
increasing control to
express their feelings
and ideas

Listen with increased
attention to sounds.
Respond to what they
have heard,
expressing their

Draw with
increasing
complexity and
detail, such as
representing a face
with a circle and
including details

Draw a person
(assessment)



Make own fish

Small world play
based on interests

Explore materials to
create animals

Joining materials
Explore textures

thoughts and
feelings

Explore and engage in music, dancing, performing, moving, responding and playing.
Engage in small world, role play, creative materials
Learn songs and rhymes

N.B - Objectives split to ensure coverage but will be focussed on throughout the year

Technology - opportunities within continuous provision

● Smart table
● Light box & resources
● Microphones
● Metal detectors
● Remote controlled cars
● Mobile phones / walkie talkies
● Illuminated mark making boards & pens
● Cameras
● Headphone set (audio broadcasting)
● Beebots
● iPads


